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This USED to be a pretty good game. It's a match three puzzle game that flows to the beat of the music you put in it. In theory.
The game was ok with the beat detection (which is important here because doing things on the beat is the way to succeed), but it
was a little rough in spots. So they put out a patch to improve the beat detection, which just ended up wrecking it beyond repair.
It's just a mess now and does not really match up to your music at all, which is the worst sin for a game based on generating
content from your music. Pass on this one.. Game looks and plays amazing even in early access. A few bugs here and there but
EARLY ACCESS sums it up.

I'm very optimistic about this game. Recommended.. IF YOU WANT WIPEOUT:
- Try the Slipstream GX alpha right now, and support them.
- Look forward to Formula Fusion from R8 Games, ex-wipeout devs.
- Look forward to Redout from 34BigThings.

This is a mobile game, so the racing feels very artificial and casual. It's not Wipeout, and it's not trying to be Wipeout.

From that standpoint, it is well made and I enjoyed what the game is actually about. The craft partially steers itself, and your job
is to adjust your position on the track to pick up powerups and use them at the right time. It's not about getting the perfect
raceline, it's about aggressive weapon usage and activating shields when they're really needed.

Other reviews cite control issues, but I think they've been fixed. I had no trouble after I fiddled with the settings. The music is
great. The voice acting is bad enough to be funny.. I personally do not like this game and neither does anyone else that tried it.
The movement system is terrible and causes motion sickness.. One of the best music dlc I've ever bought. It really makes your
adrenaline rush.. Graphics, music, story and everything is amazing but the massive deal breaker are the controls. The game is
buggy and the controls are so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Have not been able to finish the
game\/story because of the controls. Would not reccomend.. you can increase the size of your balls...

10\/10. This game is perfectly logical. If ever we face a crisis of Earth's orbit being completely obliterated and hurdling us
toward the sun, this game answers the question of what do we do in a perfectly logical way. We lay down cat tracks for cat trains
while making sure each is appropriately color coded so we can send them off into space and the Earth will right itself. It's
astounding we haven't thought of it before. Science Cat, how can we be brilliant like you?

Anyway, this game is both thought inducing and fun to play. Some of these are downright easy and some of them will give you a
run for your money. I'm writing this review instead of finishing the level I currently stopped at because I'm having a hell of a
time figuring out which track should go where to send the right cat off into space. When you do complete a level, the cats
reprise for a moment to sing and that's the cutest damn thing ever.

My verdict: The music is fun. The art is adorable, The game is good. Buy it.
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I am no Sherlock Holmes !

This is one of the earliest games in Sherlock Holmes series by Frogwares, and it shows its age.

Positive
+ It's a Sherlock Holmes game

Negative
- Story is overcomplicated, too many things, too many people, too many clues. And the game doesn't have a good system to
track everything together.
- Gameplay elements are inconsistent. Sometimes actions require you to click on an object in the gameworld, sometimes you
need to click the same object in inventory, or drag-and-drop two objects on top of each other, sometimes you need to use
magnifying glass, sometimes you don't. It's a bit confusing.
- Crashes - There are few places that cause the game to crash consistently, loosing all your progress since the last save.
- Spot the dot - In some areas you literally need to find one small spec in one big room.
- Font in messages/books is unreadable !

Overall, there isn't really anything special about this, I would suggest trying newer games in the series, they are much more
streamlined.

. Doesn't worth playing it.. Firstly, read what the game is before goying it. It's a simulator not a game. Also you DO need to have
a interlink enabled controller to play it. Anyways, I've had no bugs whatsoever and as someone who has flown both drones and
RC aircrafts the physics are actually quite realistic and can actually teach someone who has never flown to fly. The 3d graphics
could be improved but it overall does provide what you expect from it.. I really hate to write a bad review, especially for an
early access game, but ...
There are multiple problems with the game:

Most of all, it's a boring grindfest. As in most tower defense games, you place your towers (in this case characters) on the map.
But in this case there are just two kinds of towers: Ranged and Melee. And they do damage. In game you get "stars" which can
be used to make one character stronger.

The tactics part is rather small, because there are not a lot of options. Basically it is:
-) Place characters.
-) Wait
-) Put star on a ranged character (it's pretty pointless to star a melee character)
-) Wait
-) Put star on a ranged character (it's pretty pointless to star a melee character)
-) Wait
...

Grind the current level till the ranged characters have earned enough xp. Level them and play repeat the grinding on the next
level.

Since only the characters that kill an enemy get xp, all xp go to the ranged characters. --> Melee characters are dead weight,
since they stay several levels behind.

So, it is basically endless grinding.

Items: There seem to be alot of items, but in the end it's just cosmetics. Ok, there are several better versions of the current item
till you get Legendary items, but, there you are. Crafting is possible, but useless. By far too random and you craft so many crap
... It's better to sell the items and buy new items in the shop.

And then there are the bugs: I lost about a ton of items because they simply vanished. These vanishing items bugs persist now
for a year or so. Today one of my ranged characters suddenly became melee and with that totally useless (that bug would be
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really nice the other way round). Happened to somebody else too, as I found out when looking into the forum.
. For the money it is , it offers quite a little bit of tuning to the wheels , note that you get both the tuning pack for ETS 2 and
ATS. 7\/10. anime tiddie
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